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Abstract: In this paper we aim, first, to examine how an economy’s financial development affects
the welfare gains from trade and, second, to uncover how large firms threaten to suppress these
gains, through the exertion of market power and their confirmed preferential access to liquidity. To
this purpose, we propose a theoretical model of international trade with financial constraints, which
are different between large oligopolists and small monopolistic competitors. We show that trade
diminishes the impact of credit misallocation and financial frictions and creates welfare gains by
intensifying selection and boosting competition. We find that welfare gains are higher under harsher
domestic distortions, meaning that trade particularly benefits developing economies, acting as a
substitute for financial development. Nevertheless, in the shadow of large firms, gains from trade are
diminished, even more so when such firms are rare and, therefore, more powerful. We conclude that
international trade is a prerequisite for financial and economic development but the benefits from
globalization are not fully reaped unless large-firm entry and competition are facilitated. We trust that
our findings are extremely relevant for developing economies, which are often export-oriented, but,
at the same time, suffer from severe credit market inefficiencies and a shortage of large incumbents.

Keywords: financial development; firm heterogeneity; large firms; monopolistic competition;
oligopoly; international trade
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1. Introduction

The ability to access financial capital has a profound impact on firm entry, production
and export behavior, all of which often require large upfront costs that cannot be funded
internally (Bekaert and Harvey 1995; Bekaert et al. 2011; Henderson et al. 2006). Firms are
constrained by the stage of financial development of the country in which they are located,
but there is also substantial within-country heterogeneity in firms’ financial inclusion.
Notably, firm size appears to be a decisive variable. Small firms face higher transaction
costs and higher risk premia, since they have less collateral to offer and their internal
information is less transparent. As a result, they tend to operate under stringent credit
constraints (Beck et al. 2005; Beck and Demirguc-Kunt 2006; Cleary 2006).

In this paper, we aim, first, to examine how an economy’s financial development
affects the welfare gains from trade and, second, to uncover how large firms shape these
gains, through their exertion of market power and confirmed preferential access to liquidity.
Our research is particularly relevant for developing economies, many of which are export-
oriented but, at the same time, suffer from severe credit market imperfections and low
competitive pressures for large incumbents (Ciani et al. 2020).

To this purpose, we propose a theoretical model of international trade with finan-
cial constraints, which are different between large and small competitors. To explicitly
model large firms and, in particular, to replicate their key characteristic, namely their well-
documented ability to behave strategically and exert market power (Hottman et al. 2016),
we build a novel model economy with a continuum of closely substitutable product lines,
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where each one of them is produced by large oligopolists and a fringe of small monopolistic
competitors. Our economy is characterized by the existence of credit constraints and small
firms are assumed to be more severely impeded by them.

In this framework, we introduce international trade between countries that are either
symmetric or asymmetric in their financial development. We obtain that trade always raises
aggregate welfare by creating pro-competitive and selection gains, a finding evident in
empirical works of the likes of Pavcnik (2002), Trefler (2004) and Bernard et al. (2007). More
specifically, in our setup, trade liberalization intensifies competition via new entry, lowering
the average markup and raising cutoff productivities. We also show that these effects are
stronger when the trading partner is more financially advanced. Furthermore, via the
trade-induced selection of the most productive producers, openness limits the inefficiency
resulting from preferential access to credit for large firms. Thus, our first contribution to
the literature is to highlight an overlooked source of gains from trade that is of uttermost
importance for developing economies: opening up to trade could, at least partially, make
up for financial underdevelopment and credit misallocation.

Regarding large firms, we demonstrate that, in their shadow, welfare gains are sup-
pressed more when such firms are less numerous and, therefore, more powerful. This
happens because large firms are these “happy few” that are capable of charging a markup
that is both higher compared to their smaller counterparts (Mayer and Ottaviano 2008;
De Loecker and Warzynski 2012) and selected in a strategic fashion (Hottman et al. 2016;
Neary 2010). Thus, large-firm presence creates a markup inefficiency that becomes more
severe as such producers become rare and market concentration rises. Consequently, our
second contribution is to unveil a crucial mechanism through which the presence of big
companies poses a major threat to potential gains from trade. This is an issue of great
relevance to trade economists, given the extreme concentration of global markets (Bernard
et al. 2007; Mayer and Ottaviano 2008; Freund and Pierola 2015) and it is also critical for
developing economies that tend to exhibit a shortage of large firms and dedicate consid-
erable resources to fill the “missing top” of the firm distribution (Ciani et al. 2020). We
conclude that, in their attempt to encourage big businesses and attract foreign direct invest-
ment, as a means for growth, it is imperative that developing governments do not neglect
competition considerations.

In the remaining part of this Introduction, we offer a review of the literature related
to this paper. First, we consider the recent resurgence of interest involving strategic
market power and international trade, as a result of the increasing role of large enterprises
in the global economy. Second, we present the extensive new literature on trade and
financial constraints.

Research on large "superstar" firms dates back to Rosen (1981), but interest in the field
has recently intensified due to an emerging new empirical literature emphasizing global-
ization as, arguably, the most powerful force behind their increasingly dominant presence
(Autor et al. 2020; Head and Spencer 2017). Such evidence motivated the mixed market
competition model, in which a small number of large firms operates alongside a fringe
of infinitesimally small competitors (Shimomura and Thisse 2012; Parenti 2018; Vavoura
2017). Our model complements this literature by introducing productivity heterogeneity
among firms in a manner (across a continuum of closely substitutable products) that allows
for general equilibrium considerations and free entry, as well as by incorporating credit
constraints that differ across firms. The aforementioned extensions allow us to introduce
insights from corporate finance into the model and account for the impact of financial
conditions on trade at the industry and at the aggregate level (Leibovici 2021).

By introducing credit constraints into a trade model, we also add to the prominent
field at the intersection of trade and finance, reviewed in Foley and Manova (2015). Most
importantly, Manova (2013) considers a model where productivity determines the amount
of funding. Abstracting from the assumption that productivity and access to capital are
perfectly positively correlated, our paper is, to our knowledge, the first theoretical attempt
to add firm size as a new source of differential credit constraints. By doing so, our model
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is also related to the research on firm size and liquidity, such as Beck et al. (2005), Beck
and Demirguc-Kunt (2006), Bloom et al. (2010) and Cleary (2006) and, more recently,
Pietrovito and Pozzolo (2021), Rodríguez-Pose et al. (2021) and Singh and Kaur (2021),
which is reviewed in Segarra and Teruel Carrizosa (2009) and Atkin and Khandelwal (2020).
Finally, using a different methodological approach, our findings confirm evidence from
theoretical (Antras and Caballero 2009) but also empirical works (Tito and Wang 2017),
documenting the complementarities between trade and capital mobility that underline
inter-sector reallocations as a prominent source of gains from trade.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we build the model
economy and specify the markups and survival cutoff productivities for large and small
firms. In Section 3, we introduce bilateral trade between symmetric and asymmetric
countries and derive a number of testable results regarding how markups, survival cutoffs
and welfare gains from trade change with the trade cost, competition and financial frictions.
Then, we state our policy implications. Section 4 concludes.

2. The Model Economy

The model economy involves one homogeneous and one horizontally differentiated
sector and one production factor, labor. The homogeneous sector operates under constant
returns and perfect competition and its output is used as the numeraire. The differentiated
sector exhibits increasing returns and is an aggregate of Ω goods (also referred to as product
lines) ω ∈ [0, Ω], each produced by Nω Cournot oligopolistic (CO) firms n = 1, . . . , Nω and
Mω monopolistically competitive (MC) firms m ∈ [0, Mω ]. Each firm j = m, n produces a
differentiated variety of ω and therefore, given that MC firms are of infinitesimal mass and
setting the mass of each CO firm equal to one1, the total mass of varieties of ω provided is
equal to Kω = Nω + Mω.

2.1. Preferences and Demand

The economy is populated by a continuum of identical consumers of measure one
who supply one unit of labor inelastically. Labor can be transformed one-to-one into the
homogeneous good. Hence, without loss of generality, the total size of the population as
well as the equilibrium wage are both set equal to one.

The aggregate consumption of each good ω is given by:

Xω =
Nω

∑
n=1

xωn +
∫ Mω

0
xωmdm

where xωn is the consumption of variety n of good ω produced by the CO firm n and xωm
is the consumption of variety m of good ω produced by the MC firm m. The utility of the
representative consumer of consuming good ω is quadratic:

u(Xω) =
∫ Kω

0

(
αxωj −

β

2
x2

ωj

)
dj− γ

2

(∫ Kω

0
xωjdj

)2

(1)

where the consumption profile Xω of good ω consists of varieties and j = m, n ∈ [0, Kω ].
The parameters α, β, γ are positive. The parameters α and γ control the substitutability
between the differentiated and the homogeneous sector, with higher α and lower γ leading
to increased demand for the former versus the latter. The parameter β captures the degree
of product differentiation between the differentiated goods. As β tends to zero, consumers
tend to care only about their aggregate consumption of all differentiated varieties. The
upper-tier utility function is quasi-linear:

U = A +
∫ Ω

0
u(Xω)dω (2)
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where A is the consumption from the homogeneous sector. Finally, we define X to be
the total consumption of the differentiated sector, which is equal to X =

∫ Ω
0 Xωdω. The

representative consumer faces the following budget constraint:

A +
∫ Ω

0

∫ Kω

0
pωjxωjdjdω ≤ I

where I is the consumer income, which is equal to the wage income plus any firm profit2.
Under the assumption of positive consumption of the numeraire A > 0, the inverse demand
function for variety j = m, n of good ω is pωj = α− βxωj − γXω.

2.2. Production

All firms use only labor to cover their costs. We assume that firms are heterogeneous
in their productivity across product lines ω ∈ [0, Ω] but homogeneous within each ω. A
firm j ∈ [0, Kω ] producing good ω has productivity zω and uses the following production
function:

z−1
ω xωj + λ = lj

where lj is the labor input of firm j, xωj is the quantity produced by firm j and λ > 0 is the
fixed production cost. Each firm producing the same good ω behaves non-cooperatively
and maximizes its operating profit subject to the inverse demand. We avoid introducing
productivity heterogeneity among the producers of each ω since this would complicate the
model without adding any new intuition3.

We go on to incorporate credit constraints into the model following Manova (2013).
We assume that variable costs are funded internally but, to pay their fixed production
cost λ, firms must bear a fraction d ∈ (0, 1) of λ upfront. This upfront cost is covered via
borrowing from financial institutions by pledging a fraction t ∈ (0, 1) of λ as collateral.
Higher d and lower t indicate stronger financial vulnerability of the firm or product line.
We assume that all firms in all product lines face the exact same d and t. Due to imperfect
financial contractability, credit institutions expect to be repaid by firms with probabilities
δm, δn ∈ (0, 1), which represent the willingness of these institutions to enforce credit
constraints. The δ’s of a given country capture its financial development4.

The objective function of firm j = m, n indicates that a fraction (1− d) of the fixed
cost λ and the full variable cost are financed internally and that, if the contract is enforced
(with probability δj ∈ {δm, δn}), firms must pay F (zω) to the financial institution. In case
of default, firms lose the collateral. The general maximization problem follows:

max
xωj ,F

πωj =

(
pωj −

1
zω

)
xωj − (1− d)λ− δjF (zω)−

(
1− δj

)
tλ

s.t.

pωj = α− βxωj − γXω (inverse demand)

Aωj ≡
(

pωj −
1

zω

)
xωj − (1− d)λ ≥ F (zω) (liquidity constraint)

Bωj ≡ −dλ + δjF (zω) +
(
1− δj

)
tλ ≥ 0 (participation constraint)

The liquidity constraint implies that, in case of repayment, firms can pay up to their net
revenue Aωj. The participation constraint implies that the financial institution is willing
to enter the contract only if their net return Bωj exceeds the outside option, normalized
to zero.

In their maximization, CO firms face the additional constraint:

Xω = xωn + x̂ωn +
∫ Mω

0 xωmdm (3)
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where x̂ωn represents the quantity sold by the other (Nω − 1) CO firms. The reason behind
(3) is that, contrary to MC firms, CO firms do not treat the aggregate Xω parametrically but
take into account, when they form their decisions, their ability to manipulate it.

With the inclusion of this additional constraint, but only for the few large produc-
ers, we move away from pure monopolistic competition and pure oligopoly. As a re-
sult, we are able to relax the uniform supply-side market power assumption that is
built into both of these modes of competition but appears to have little empirical sup-
port (Bernard et al. 2018; De Loecker et al. 2016; De Loecker and Van Biesebroeck 2018;
De Loecker and Warzynski 2012).

2.3. Equilibrium

Each MC firm maximizes its operating profit subject to the inverse demand, the
liquidity and the participation constraint. Each CO firm maximizes its operating profit
subject to the inverse demand, the liquidity and the participation constraint as well as the
additional constraint (3). Our structure follows the “small in the large and large in the
small” approach to model oligopoly in general equilibrium as in Neary (2003). Under our
assumption that there exists a continuum of ω, CO firms can manipulate the market of
their product line but are unable to affect the aggregate economy.

Moving on to the role of credit constraints, since net revenues Aωj increase with
productivity zω , the liquidity constraint is binding for firms below a cutoff z∗ωj, where index
j indicates that this cutoff is different between CO and MC firms. The optimal decision of
firms is to adjust their payment F to take investors to their participation constraint which,
in equilibrium, holds with equality: Bωj = 0.

Proposition 1 (markups). CO firms charge a higher markup than the MC firms operating within
the same product line.

Proof. We obtain the following markups for MC and CO firms, respectively:

µωm = pωm −
1

zω
=

1
2

(
α− 1

zω
− γXω

)
, (4)

µωn = pωn −
1

zω
=

β + γ

2β + γ

(
α− 1

zω
− γXω

)
(5)

Since β+γ
2β+γ > 1

2 , we obtain that µωn > µωm.

This result is supported by the empirical literature: among others, Hottman et al.
(2016) found that markups are higher for larger firms who depart substantially from the
monopolistically competitive benchmark and appear to behave strategically. This is a key
reason why controlling for productivity differences across firms, both in monopolistically
competitive and oligopolistic models, does not lead to markup equalization but leaves out
a significant residual markup inequality (De Loecker and Warzynski 2012).

Plugging Bωj = 0 into the liquidity constraint for each type yields the following cutoff
conditions for MC and CO firms, respectively:

z∗ωm =

(
α− γXω − 2

√
βλ̂m

)−1
(6)

z∗ωn =

α− γXω − (2β + γ)

√
λ̂n

β + γ

−1

(7)

where the term λ̂j ≡
[
1 +

1−δj
δj

(d− t)
]
λ includes the additional cost of financing firms’

fixed cost due to the presence of credit constraints5. If credit constraints are stronger for
MC firms, then fixed operating costs are also higher for MC firms λ̂m > λ̂n.
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The relationship between the two cutoff productivities, z∗ωm and z∗ωn, is in principle
ambiguous. However, we can derive the conditions under which the empirically-relevant
scenario z∗ωn < z∗ωm occurs. In what follows we assume that z∗ωn < z∗ωm in order to replicate
works such as Beck et al. (2005), who argue that firm size remains an important determinant
of the level of financial obstacles, even after controlling for the quality of a country’s
institutions, financial system and the overall level of economic freedom.

Assumption 1 (credit constraints). MC firms are more financially constrained than CO firms.

By comparing z∗ωm to z∗ωn, we can pinpoint the parameter values for which Assumption 1
holds. More specifically, CO firms face a lower cutoff productivity than MC firms when
financial vulnerability is sufficiently high (d > t) and credit constraints are sufficiently
stronger for MC firms compared to CO firms (δm � δn)6.

We go on to specify our assumptions on entry. Normalizing Ω to be equal to one, there
is a unit mass of potential product lines. We assume that a product line is created by the Mω

MC firms and the Nω CO firms associated with ω, which enter together by paying a sunk
entry cost fE. Within each product line ω, all firms jointly draw the same productivity zω

from a distribution G(zω) common to both CO and MC firms. Next, all CO and MC firms
choose their output simultaneously. Due to the presence of fixed operating costs, there
exist two cutoff productivities z∗ωj where j = m, n given by Equations (6) and (7) below, in
which type-j firms do not enter and therefore exit. Exit also takes place simultaneously for
all type-j firms producing the same ω. Under Assumption 1, z∗ωn < z∗ωm and so we can
simplify our notation as follows:

Mω = M ∀zω ≥ z∗ωm and Mω = 0 ∀zω < z∗ωm

where the mass of MC firms per product line M is pinned down by free entry and:

Nω = N ∀zω ≥ z∗ωn and Nω = 0 ∀zω < z∗ωn

where the number of CO firms N is exogenous7. Consequently, in our setup, each product
line is produced by a total mass of Kω = N + M firms of which N are CO and M are MC
firms, if it corresponds to zω ∈ [z∗ωm, ∞), or just by Kω = N firms, where all N are CO
firms, if it corresponds to zω ∈ [z∗ωn, z∗ωm]. Finally, Kω = 0 for product lines corresponding
to zω ∈ (0, z∗ωn).

Using (6) and (7) we can write the free entry condition that applies to MC firms, which
states that the expected MC firm profit prior to entry is equal to the entry cost fE > 0. We
go on to specify a productivity distribution.

Assumption 2 (productivity distribution). The productivity distribution, common to both CO
and MC firms, is Pareto with scale zωmin and shape k.

As a result of Assumption 2:

dG(zω) = kzωmin

(
zωmin

zω

)k−1

where zωmin can be normalized to one. The free entry condition with Pareto distribution
implies that:

Φ = φ1

(
1

z∗ωm

)k+2
+ φ2

√
λ̂m

(
1

z∗ωm

)k+1
− fE = 0 (8)

where φ1 = 1
2β(k+1)(k+2) and φ2 = 1√

β(k+1)
.

We move on to calculating the equilibrium mass of the competitive fringe producing
each product line. To do this, we write the free entry condition as a function of the
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equilibrium number of MC firms per product line M and the cutoff z∗ωm which, using (6)
and the definition of the aggregate output Xω, gives M:

M =
2β

γ

α

√
2(k + 1)(k + 2)β fE + 2(k + 2)2βλ̂m + kα

√
βλ̂m

2(k + 1)(k + 2)β fE + 2(k + 2)βλ̂m
− 1

− 2βN
2β + γ

From the above expression, we obtain that the equilibrium mass of the MC fringe is
decreasing in the number of their CO competitors, the fixed entry cost and the fixed
operating cost.

Regarding selection, first, from (8), using the implicit function theorem, we obtain
that tougher competition implies tougher selection for MC firms. Second, writing z∗ωn as
follows, for a given N:

z∗ωn =

 1
z∗ωm

+ 2
√

βλ̂m − (2β + γ)

√
λ̂n

β + γ

−1

=

=

α− [2β + γ(1 + N)]

√
λ̂n

β + γ

−1

(9)

and so ∂z∗ωn
∂N > 0: similarly to the MC case, higher N, which is equivalent to a more

competitive CO subsector within each ω, creates more selection among CO firms.
We go on to analyze the impact of the different parameters on markups in order to

calculate the pro-competitive and the selection effect.

Proposition 2 (pro-competitive and selection effects). Selection effects and pro-competitive
effects move together.

Proof. Optimal prices can be written in terms of the cutoff productivities, and hence
markups are calculated as follows:

µωm =
1
2

(
2
√

βλ̂m +
1

z∗ωm
− 1

zω

)
(10)

µωn =
β + γ

2β + γ

(2β + γ)

√
λ̂n

β + γ
+

1
z∗ωn
− 1

zω

 (11)

Therefore, pro-competitive and selection effects move together.

To close the model, we need to add the labor market clearing condition:

ΩnN
∫ ∞

z∗ωn

[
1

(2β + γ)zω

(
2
√

βλ̂m +
1

z∗ωm
− 1

zω

)
+ λ̂n + fE

]
dG(zω)+

Ωm M
∫ ∞

z∗ωm

[
1

2βzω

(
2
√

βλ̂m +
1

z∗ωm
− 1

zω

)
+ λ̂m + fE

]
dG(zω) + A = 1

where Ωj = 1− F(z∗ωj) is the mass of varieties produced by type-j firms with F being the
cumulative distribution function of zω. The labor market clearing condition specifies that,
in equilibrium, the total labor supply, normalized to one, should be equal to the labor
demand, which is either transformed into the numeraire or used to cover the fixed and
variable production cost of the firms operating in the differentiated sector, as well as their
entry cost. Notice that although there is no free entry for the CO firms, they still have to
pay an entry cost.
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We wrap up this section by calculating the welfare in our closed economy. For this,
we use the indirect utility function that corresponds to the quasi-linear upper-tier utility
function:

U = I +
1
2

(
γ +

β

ΩnN + Ωm M

)−1

(α− p̄)2 +
ΩnN + Ωm M

2β
σ2

p (12)

In (12), p̄ represents the average price, σ2
p stands for the variance of prices and income I is

equal to the labor income (normalized to one) plus the total CO firm profit.

3. Open Economy Model

We analyze bilateral trade between countries Home H and Foreign F that could only
differ in their financial development. In particular, financial institutions expect to be repaid
by firms with probability δH

m , δH
n ∈ (0, 1) in H and with probability δF

m, δF
n ∈ (0, 1) in F.

We assume that, in order to export, there is an iceberg-type trade cost τ ≥ 1, where τ = 1
corresponds to free trade, and there is also a fixed cost to export λX, on which firms face
credit constraints with a structure similar to the closed economy case. Trade liberalization
is captured by a decrease in τ.

Focusing on H, the optimal behavior of the H-country firms in the domestic market
is given by the same equations as in the closed economy, whereas their behavior in the
foreign market incorporates the additional trade cost. Exactly as in the closed economy
case, we obtain that CO firms charge a higher markup8 than MC firms. This is true both in
the domestic and in the export market.

We proceed to compute the cutoff productivities. We find that, under Assumption 1, CO
firms face a lower domestic and export cutoff productivity than MC firms. This is true when
financial vulnerability is sufficiently high (d > t) and credit constraints are sufficiently
stronger for MC firms compared to CO firms, which holds under the parametric conditions
specified in the closed economy case.

3.1. Symmetric Trade

First we explore the case where H and F are characterized by the same δ’s. When trade
takes place, there are four cutoff productivities: two domestic cutoffs, z∗ωn and z∗ωm, and two
export cutoffs, (z∗ωn)X and (z∗ωm)X. By Assumption 1, z∗ωn < z∗ωm and (z∗ωn)X < (z∗ωm)X.
Domestic cutoffs are the same as in the closed economy scenario, given by (6) and (7).
Export cutoffs (z∗ωm)X and (z∗ωn)X take into consideration the fixed and variable trade costs
and, using (6), we can express them in terms of z∗ωm.

1
(z∗ωm)X

=
1
τ

[
1

z∗ωm
+ 2
√

β

(√
λ̂m −

√
λ̂Xm

)]
=

1
τ

ζωm (13)

1
(z∗ωn)X

=
1
τ

 1
z∗ωm

+ 2
√

βλ̂m − (2β + γ)

√
λ̂Xn

β + γ

 (14)

where ζωm ≡ 1
(z∗ωm)

+ 2
√

β

(√
λ̂m −

√
λ̂Xm

)
. As a result, selection in the export market in-

creases with the fixed costs to export and decreases with the domestic fixed operating costs.
Using the profit functions, we can state the free entry condition in the case of symmetric

trade, which, under Pareto distribution, is an augmented version of (8). To close the model,
we add the labor market clearing condition, which specifies the optimal consumption of
the homogeneous A, which is traded freely and whose consumption must be positive, and
is analogous to the closed economy case.
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3.1.1. Selection Effect of Trade

We go on to investigate the effect of trade liberalization on domestic cutoffs z∗ωm and
z∗ωn, in the presence of credit constraints:

Proposition 3 (selection effect of trade). A decrease in the trade cost increases cutoff produc-
tivities for MC and CO firms.

First, our model confirms the standard result of trade models with heterogeneous
firms, namely that trade liberalization (captured by a reduction of τ) increases selection.
This is true for both MC and CO firms. To prove Proposition 3 we apply the implicit
function theorem to the free entry condition9. We obtain that ∂z∗ωm

∂τ < 0 and then, from (9),

it is easy to see that ∂z∗ωn
∂τ = ∂z∗ωm

∂τ < 0.
The intuition behind this result is that a decrease in the trade cost τ generates entry of

MC firms in each product line, which creates additional competition and drives markups
down. By (10) and (11), lower markups mean more selection for both MC and CO firms,
which corresponds to higher cutoffs, and therefore the production of fewer product lines.
The selection effect has been extensively documented in empirical trade literature (Pavcnik
2002; Trefler 2004; Bernard et al. 2007) although not all authors confirm its existence (see for
example De Loecker et al. 2016). In our model it is important to notice that the selection
effect of trade is of the same magnitude for the two types of firms. This is because selection
operates through the extensive margin, via an increase of the MC fringe (per product line),
given that the number of oligopolists (per product line) is exogenously given.

Finally, notice that, in our model, there are also “variety” gains from trade. As a matter
of fact, with trade, the varieties available to consumers increase along two dimensions. For
the product lines above z∗ωm, varieties per product line increase due to new entry of MC
firms. In addition, although due to selection, the number of product lines produced in each
country decreases when the economy transitions from autarky to trade, the total number
of closely substitutable product lines available to consumers (produced domestically and
imported) increases, as in Melitz and Ottaviano (2008).

3.1.2. Pro-Competitive Effect of Trade

We can dig deeper into the effect of trade on markups, and confirm another standard
result of trade literature, which is that trade liberalization strengthens competition10.

Proposition 4 (pro-competitive effect of trade). A decrease in the trade cost decreases the
average markup.

The proof follows from Proposition 2. From (10), a decrease in τ drives domestic
markups down and export markups up for all domestic firms. However, the decrease
of the former exceeds the increase of the latter. Since the number of firms that operate
domestically exceeds the number of exporters, and because entry increases the total mass of
MC firms (charging a relatively lower markup) relatively to the one of CO firms (charging
a relatively higher markup), the average markup in the domestic (H) market goes down.

Our model has an analytical solution, but we use a numerical exploration11 in order
to illustrate the pro-competitive effect of trade in Figure 1a. More specifically, through the
decrease in markups, trade liberalization drives average MC and CO profit down.
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(a) Symmetric case
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Figure 1. The average markup drops as trade cost decreases, implying the existence of a pro-
competitive effect of trade. This result is true both for symmetric (a) and asymmetric (b) trade.
However, when trade is with a more, as opposed to an equally, financially developed partner,
markups are always lower, since the curve displayed on (b) is below the line on (a), for all levels of
trade cost.

3.1.3. Selection Effect and Credit Constraints

The model also allows us to examine how the selection (and pro-competitive) effect of
trade liberalization changes with the severity of financial frictions and the magnitude of
fixed costs.

Proposition 5 (selection and credit constraints). The selection effect of trade is (1) increasing
in the entry cost, (2) decreasing in the financial frictions faced by the MC firms and (3) unaffected
by the financial frictions faced by the CO firms.

The first result occurs because higher entry costs imply less selection, high markups
and low competition. In this case, trade hits the market more severely because the scope

for a trade-induced increase in competition is larger ( ∂2z∗ωm
∂τ∂ fE

= ∂2z∗ωn
∂τ∂ fE

< 0). The second

and third results imply that, although ∂2z∗ωm
∂τ∂λ̂m

< 0 and ∂2z∗ωn
∂τ∂λ̂m

< 0, it holds that ∂2z∗ωn
∂τ∂λ̂n

= 0

and ∂2z∗ωm
∂τ∂λ̂n

= 0. In other words, fewer financial frictions in the domestic market for MC

firms (decrease in λ̂m) translate into more entry of MC firms and hence more competition
and stronger selection for both MC and CO firms and, therefore, trade generates a weaker
selection effect. However, a decrease in the financial frictions for CO firms (decrease in
λ̂n) does not produce more entry and, thus, leaves the selection effect totally unaffected.
Consequently, we contribute to the literature by showing that trade creates more selection
for financially underdeveloped economies but, also, that financial development per se is
unlikely to create significant selection in the presence of barriers to large-firm entry and
large-firm creation.

Regarding the export cutoffs (z∗ωm)X and (z∗ωn)X , we can observe that ∂(z∗ωm)X
∂τ > 0 and

∂(z∗ωn)X
∂τ > 0. The intuition behind this result is that trade liberalization makes exporting

easier for both MC and CO firms, as long as, as in Melitz (2003), certain goods ω are
traded domestically but are not being exported, so that the export cutoff is higher than
the domestic cutoff. In other words, for firms that are already domestic producers, trade
liberalization means easier exporting and hence weaker selection among exporters.

3.1.4. Selection of Small versus Large Firms

Regarding the relative cutoff Z = z∗ωm
z∗ωn

we obtain the following result.

Proposition 6 (relative selection). By inducing a weaker selection effect for MC, as opposed to
CO firms, trade mitigates the misallocation resulting from preferential access to credit for the latter.
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For the proof, we use (9) and obtain that, under Assumption 1, ∂Z
∂τ > 0 and therefore the

increase in z∗ωn is larger than the increase in z∗ωm with a given decrease of τ12. Therefore, our
work complements the literature by showing that trade liberalization not only creates more
selection for financially underdeveloped economies but it also generates weaker selection
for MC firms than for CO firms, thus dampening firm-size related financial misallocation.

Proposition 6 is a corollary of the differential entry technology between MC and CO
firms. In general, the selection effect occurs through entry of new firms in each product line
and the decrease of markups resulting in the increase of the surviving cutoff productivity.
If both subsectors were subject to a free entry condition or if neither of them was, then,
as in the oligopolistic model of Baccini et al. (2019), trade liberalization would induce
weaker selection for the enterprises facing weaker credit constraints. In our setup, however,
where N is fixed, this result is reversed: with a decrease in τ both types of firms adjust
their markups but, although M increases, N remains constant. Hence the selection effect
is found to be stronger for CO firms, whose number per product line cannot be affected
by globalization.

Propositions 6 and 5 are crucial for developing economies, where large firms are
found to enjoy significantly more government protection, in comparison to high-income
countries (Ciani et al. 2020). For these markets, where the fixed N hypothesis is actually a
good approximation, big companies have an increased incentive to resort to uncompetitive
practices and oppose market contestability.

3.2. Asymmetric Trade

In this part of our open economy analysis we look into the case where countries
differ in their financial development13 and use this asymmetric scenario for comparison
purposes to the symmetric case presented above. We can use the numerical exploration of
our model14 to illustrate our main findings. We are interested in the effect of trade with a
more financially developed country and assume that cross-country differences in financial
constraints are more severe than cross-firm differences, since this scenario is empirically
relevant. In this case the full ranking of the cutoffs is the following:

(z∗ωn)
F < (z∗ωm)

F < (z∗ωn)
H < (z∗ωm)

H

We start off by exploring the impact of globalization. As trade cost decreases, exactly as
in the symmetric case, markups decrease due to a trade-induced increase in competition.
The selection effect of trade occurs in both countries as cutoff productivities increase
with incremental trade liberalization. In Figure 2, we show the increase in (z∗ωm)

F and
(z∗ωm)

H as τ decreases from τ = 2 to free trade. All other cutoffs move accordingly, as we
proved in the symmetric case, since they can be expressed in terms of (z∗ωm)

H and (z∗ωm)
F.

Therefore, we obtain that trade always generates selection, regardless of the partner’s
financial development: when two countries trade, a selection effect occurs in both the
less and the more financially developed one. However, this effect is stronger in the more
constrained economy.

Focusing on H, in Figure 1b we can observe the decrease in markups charged by firms
originating from country H, as a result of trading with a more financially developed partner
whose firms can afford to charge lower markups. Comparing Figure 1a to Figure 1b, we
obtain that markups are lower when trade is with a less constrained economy: opening up
to trade with a country with a higher number of MC firms, due to lower credit constraints,
implies a stronger selection and pro-competitive effect.
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Figure 2. Trade always creates selection, regardless of the partner’s financial development. When
two countries trade, a selection effect occurs in both the less financially developed Home (a) and the
more developed Foreign (b), because cutoff productivities increase with the decrease of the trade cost.
However, trade-induced selection is stronger in the more constrained economy, given that the curve
on (a) is below the one on (b), for all levels of trade cost.

3.3. Welfare Gains from Trade

As in the closed economy case, welfare under symmetric trade can be calculated using
the indirect utility function UST . The welfare gains from (symmetric) trade WST can be
calculated by comparing UST to its autarky analogue (12):

WST =
UST
U

In the asymmetric case, the gains from trade WAT can be calculated accordingly, by com-
paring welfare under asymmetric trade UAT to its autarky analogue (12):

WAT =
UAT

U

We find that trade raises aggregate welfare via the decrease in average markup and
the increase of cutoff productivities. Given that the trade cost is below its prohibitive level,
the transition from autarky to international trade creates welfare gains through tougher
selection and the competition effect that tend to suppress markups and generate new
entry and increase product variety. These gains increase as trade becomes cheaper with
incremental trade liberalization. We use the numerical version of our model to illustrate
the welfare gains from symmetric trade in Figure 3a. In Figure 3a, welfare gains are
always positive, even when the trade cost τ is as high as 2. Incremental trade liberalization
generates further gains and welfare is maximized when trade is free at τ = 1.

This finding is in accordance with the main result of the so-called new trade theory,
reviewed in Melitz and Redding (2014), to which we add that when trading is with a more
financially developed partner, as shown in Figure 3b, the pro-competitive and selection
gains from trade are always higher. This is because the foreign country’s financial conditions
create a positive spillover effect: markups in country H drop more in the asymmetric case
causing an increase in welfare.
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Figure 3. Trade generates welfare gains that increase with incremental trade liberalization and are
maximized when trade is free at τ = 1. When trading with a more financially developed partner (b),
higher gains are created in comparison to the symmetric case (a), since the curve on (a) is below the
one on (b) for any trade cost.

3.3.1. Welfare and the Oligopolistic Inefficiency

In this part of the paper we compare the welfare gains from trade as we increase the
number of oligopolists, intensifying competition within the CO subsectors. We find that
welfare gains from trade are lower in more concentrated industries, with fewer operating
CO firms. In our numerical example we start from N = 1 and move up to N = 10
(Figure 4a,b). Observe that, as N increases, welfare gains from trade slightly increase, and
that this increase is monotonic in the number of CO firms. This result is intuitive and
constitutes our first key contribution to the literature: given that N > 0, lower N implies a
more severe oligopolistic inefficiency in the presence of which the pro-competitive effect
of trade is weakened. We show that, contrary to a purely oligopolistic setup such as,
for example, that of Edmond et al. (2015), when large and small firms co-exist, markup
distortions are more evident in markets where large firms are rare. In such markets,
similarly to Vavoura (2017), the welfare boost from trade liberalization is predicted to be
less significant.

This result is particularly relevant for developing economies where the scarcity of
large firms, regarded as an obstacle to economic growth, is often treated as a justification
for regulatory protection from competition (Ciani et al. 2020). We conclude that increasing
competition, via taking measures such as lowering entry barriers, encouraging foreign
direct investment and discouraging entry deterrence practices, is expected to boost gains
from trade. However, note that market contestability, as measured by the trade cost, is a
more important determinant of welfare compared to the presence of large firms. Hence,
trade policy is found to be a more welfare-promoting measure compared to competition
policy, although the two work best when combined.
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(a) Symmetric case
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Figure 4. Welfare gains from trade increase monotonically with the number of large firms N > 0.
When trade is with a less financially constrained partner (b), welfare gains are always higher in
comparison to the symmetric case (a). Additionally, notice that a decrease in the trade cost τ boosts
welfare more than facilitating competition (increase in N).
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3.3.2. Welfare and Credit Constraints

We now move on to the importance of financial development in shaping the gains
from trade and find that welfare gains from trade are lower in the presence of weaker credit
constraints. More specifically, our second key contribution is that, when credit constraints
are less severe (higher δ’s), cutoff productivities decrease, more unproductive firms operate
and inefficient product lines are being produced. This lowers welfare and welfare gains. In
other words, trade benefits more the more financially constrained countries and could, at
least partially, make up for financial underdevelopment.

In Figure 5a,b we perform an interesting exercise. We compare the welfare effect of a
25 percent decrease in all δ’s to that of a 25 percent increase in the trade cost τ. We obtain
that, in our framework, trade liberalization is relatively more efficient in the presence of
tougher credit constraints although globalization appears to be a more important determi-
nant of welfare compared to financial development. In the asymmetric scenario, we find
that trade liberalization is more beneficial for less-developed economies and that the impor-
tance of local credit frictions is reduced more when trading with a more developed partner.

We conclude that trade openness could substitute for financial development in the
sense that, when opening up to trade, less-developed economies benefit from a positive
spillover from their more developed partners, namely the increased ability of foreign
less-constrained firms to lower their markups.

This result is critical in the case of lower-income countries, reinforcing the widespread
belief that trade is a sine qua non for economic development, and it brings to mind theoreti-
cal works, such as (Antras and Caballero 2009), highlighting the complementarity between
trade and capital mobility. Our work uncovers another reason why that is true: trade damp-
ens the impact of financial frictions and this effect becomes stronger as frictions become
more substantial. Crucially, although our setup is strictly theoretical, the mechanism de-
scribed in our paper is consistent with empirical evidence (Tito and Wang 2017), reporting
that within-sector reallocations constitute an important misallocation-correcting channel.
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(a) Symmetric case
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Figure 5. Trade creates higher welfare gains for more financially constrained economies and, hence,
could partly substitute for financial development. This result is even more pronounced when trade
occurs with a less-constrained partner (b), in comparison to the symmetric case (a). Additionally,
notice that globalization (reduction of τ) creates a larger increase in gains, compared to financial
development (reduction of the δ’s).

3.4. The Importance of Modeling Large Firms

In this section we illustrate the importance of taking into consideration the role of large
firms. We compare our model to the standard monopolistically competitive framework of
Melitz and Ottaviano (2008). To do so, we assume away the existence of an oligopolistic
subsector and set N = 0. In Figure 6, we present the welfare gains from trade with a
more developed partner for our standard value of N, which is N = 2, and compare them
with the N = 0 case15. We find that gains from trade are not monotonically linked to the
level of domestic markup-related inefficiencies for any N. Although, given the existence
of an inefficiency (N > 0), more inefficiency implies lower gains from trade, in the binary
comparison of zero (N = 0) versus positive (N > 0) inefficiency, trade creates more gains
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when domestic markets are inefficient (for realistically low levels of trade cost). Hence,
when trade is relatively cheap, liberalization in an economy dominated by superstar firms
creates higher pro-competitive gains than it would in a purely monopolistically competitive
framework. We conclude that, in the spirit of Bertoletti and Epifani (2014), pro-competitive
gains from trade are systematically miscalculated in purely monopolistically competitive
models that dismiss the ability of large firms to influence market aggregates.
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40
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80

100

Figure 6. Welfare gains from trade with a more developed partner are different in the presence of
explicitly modeled large firms (N = 2), than in their absence (N = 0). Hence, gains from trade are
systematically miscalculated in standard purely monopolistically competitive models that dismiss
the ability of large firms to influence market aggregates.

4. Conclusions

In a model with big and small competitors, we introduce credit constraints, assumed
stringent for the latter. We use our model to investigate how an economy’s financial de-
velopment is affected by international trade and show that trade creates welfare gains,
first, from boosting competition and productivity and, second, from limiting the impact
of financial market imperfections and the credit misallocation that stems from large firms’
increased access to liquidity. Since welfare gains from trade are found to be higher un-
der harsher domestic financial distortions, we conclude that trade benefits developing
economies more, acting as a substitute for financial development.

Moreover, we show that welfare gains from trade are suppressed when markets
are concentrated, with only a few operating large firms. Consequently, we deduce that
encouraging large-firm entry and discouraging anti-competitive behavior are expected to
act as effective complements to globalization-promoting measures.

Finally, we go on to perform a reduced-form policy comparison, based on our model
economy, setting side by side the relative efficiency of policies promoting trade, competition
and access to financial capital. We find that trade cost appears to be a more important
determinant of aggregate welfare. Hence, our paper underlines the role of trade as a
prerequisite for financial and economic development.

We trust that our results on the complementarity of trade and financial development
are particularly relevant for the, often export-oriented, developing economies, which are
usually characterized by severe credit market imperfections and low levels of competitive
pressures, especially for large firms. In many ways, our findings echo works such as Nunn
and Trefler (2014), among many others, bringing to the fore the role of trade as a force
for changing weak institutions and fixing distortions and market failures that rampage
through the developing world.

We also believe that our analysis of the potentially ominous role of superstar firms
comes at an important time for global business and competitiveness. In the wake of
the COVID-19 pandemic, largely due to credit constraints, small firms, especially but
not exclusively in developing markets, find themselves on a longer and bumpier road
to recovery in comparison to large establishments (Bloom et al. 2021; Cirera et al. 2021;
Fairlie 2020; Bartik et al. 2020). With an impending energy crisis and small firms about
to take another hit (Greve et al. 2022), we hope that our paper could be the starting point
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for an in-depth exploration of size-dependent policies and their potentially welfare- and
competition-enhancing role.

In a different direction, future research could endogenize credit constraints in a dy-
namic setup and analyze the ways in which trade between developed and developing
nations could not just substitute for financial development, but induce it. How will our
findings change if trading economies differ, not only in their financial markets, but also in
their competitiveness and productivity distribution? How can foreign direct investment
and firm ownership considerations alter the results? How do the gains computed in this
paper translate to economic growth? These are all issues at the heart of economic devel-
opment and of uttermost importance in an era when the very value of globalization is
being questioned.
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Notes
1 Endogenizing the mass of CO firms, as in Parenti (2018), would generalize the model but without affecting its qualitative results.
2 In equilibrium, MC firms make zero profit and hence I is equal to the wage income plus the profits of the CO firms. How these

profits are distributed among consumers is irrelevant in models with quasi-linear preferences.
3 We go on to show that, even with homogenous productivities, CO firms charge higher markups. Therefore, assuming a

productivity advantage for CO firms would only strengthen the results of our study. See for example Vavoura (2017) for a model
where large firms are more productive than their smaller counterparts.

4 There is a growing literature documenting that large firms differ from their smaller counterparts also in their borrowing sources:
large firms borrow from large digitalized banks, whereas small firms find it easier to obtain a loan from small banks (Lu et al.
2022; Mkhaiber and Werner 2021). As a result, although it remains beyond the scope of this paper, the number of operating small
banks constitutes an important variable that should be considered separately from our measure of financial development.

5 As a result, credit constraints differences across firms are isomorphic to any differences in fixed operational costs regardless of
whether they originate from credit market imperfections or not.

6 In fact, the cutoff relationship is preserved and Assumption 1 holds as long as the ratio of probabilities δn
δm

is higher than
γ2

4β(β+γ)

[
1 + δn

(
1

d−t − 1
)]

+ 1.

7 This assumption is common in oligopoly models. It implies that oligopoly rents are not eroded by entry (Neary 2016) and is
supported by the empirical literature (see for example Barkai (2020) and Head and Spencer (2017)). CO firms can still choose to
produce zero output in equilibrium, effectively exiting the market when they cannot make positive profits. Adding free entry for
the CO firms is an interesting generalisation (see Section 3.1.4).

8 We compare the absolute markups.
9 The equilibrium condition giving the mass of MC firms M operating per product line follows:

∫ ∞

z∗ωm

 1

4β
(

1 + 2M̃
)2

(
α−

(
1 + M̃(1− τ)

) 1
zω

)2
− λ̂m

dG(zω ) +
∫ ∞

(z∗ωm )X

 1

4β
(

1 + 2M̃
)2

(
α−

(
τ + M̃(1− τ)

) 1
zω

)2
− λ̂Xm

dG(zω )− fE = 0

where M̃ = γ
(

M
2β + N

2β+γ

)
.

10 See Melitz and Redding (2014) for a review of the literature.
11 We use the following parameter values: α = 0.5, β = 0.1, γ = 8.2, k = 3, fE = 6, d = 0.12, t = 0.1, δm = 0.5, δn = 0.8,

λ = 0.3, λX = 0.01, N = 2. Given that the same results can be shown analytically, our findings are not sensitive to changes in
parameter values.

12 Z = z∗ωm
z∗ωn

=
1/z∗ωm+2

√
βλ̂m−(2β+γ)

√
λ̂n/β+γ

1/z∗ωm
and hence ∂Z

∂τ > 0 since 2
√

βλ̂m − (2β + γ)
√

λ̂n/β+γ < 0.
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13 Analyzing trade between countries that are also asymmetric in their market size, is an interesting extension but we do not expect
the results to differ from those of Melitz and Ottaviano (2008): in bigger markets, operate larger and more productive firms, both
CO and MC in our case, product variety is larger and prices and markups are lower.

14 This generalized version of the model is not tractable enough to provide results analytically. To illustrate our findings, we use the
same parameter values as in the symmetric case, with the additional parameters δF

m = 0.9 and δF
n = 0.95. As shown below, our

results are not sensitive to changes in parameter values of our key variables.
15 The exact same results hold in the symmetric case.
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